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The human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV) is the causative agent of AIDS. Worldwide, over 36.7 million individuals are living with HIV and over 2 million new infections occur annually.[@bib1] Drug-based antiretroviral therapy (ART) and pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) help to manage and prevent HIV infection, respectively. Limitations of ART and PrEP include the need for lifelong adherence, the emergence of drug-resistant virus strains, drug-associated short- and long-term toxicities, the direct costs of the drugs, and the indirect costs such as regular doctor visits. Despite major advances in biomedical research, a cure or reliable vaccine remains elusive. The viral reservoir, a pool of long-lived infected CD4^+^ T cells and macrophages established during the acute phase of infection, represents a major obstacle to a cure. The reservoir is much larger than initially anticipated, and it is unclear whether complete elimination of the infected cells is possible. The development of an HIV vaccine is hindered by the genetic diversity of HIV and the ability of the virus to evade immune responses. While naturally occurring antibodies with broad and potent HIV neutralization activity have been identified, they only appear in a minority of patients, take years to develop, and contain a high degree of somatic mutations. Therefore, it remains questionable whether such antibodies can be elicited by conventional vaccination strategies.

Conventional gene therapy strategies focus on generating an immune system that is resistant to HIV in order to suppress viral replication in the absence of ART. The case of the Berlin patient is generally seen as a proof of principle that replacing a patient's immune system with genetically resistant cells can result in a functional cure. Timothy Ray Brown was infected with HIV and diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia. For the treatment of his leukemia, he received five rounds of chemotherapy, two rounds of total-body radiation, two rounds of immunosuppressive therapy, and two allogeneic bone marrow transplants from a donor with a naturally occurring mutation in the *CCR5* gene (*CCR5*Δ32).[@bib2] After the treatment, his entire immune system was replaced with CCR5-negative donor cells (100% chimerism), and he was cured of HIV and leukemia.[@bib3] However, due to the risks associated with the treatment and the difficulty in finding matched donors with the *CCR5Δ32* mutation, this procedure is not amenable for the treatment of a larger population.

Using genetic approaches to secrete antiviral proteins (AVPs) that interfere with HIV entry represents an alternative strategy to control HIV replication. Proof of principle that the administration of recombinant AVPs can suppress viral replication has been provided in a clinical trial and in a pre-clinical macaque model. In the clinical trial, twice daily infusions of soluble CD4 (sCD4) resulted in sustained suppression of viremia.[@bib4] In the pre-clinical model, infected animals were infused with a combination of two antibodies. Upon a single administration, viremia was suppressed for 3--5 weeks in chronically infected animals, and subsequent administrations prevented virus rebound.[@bib5] Since almost any cell type can be modified to secrete AVPs, hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cells can serve as producer cells for the secreted AVPs. Strategies using gene-modified T cells or hematopoietic stem and/or progenitor cells (HSPCs) require *ex vivo* gene modification, and they should mainly be used for therapeutic purposes. Liver and muscle are highly vascularized and can be directly modified *in vivo*. Since *in vivo* gene modification is non-invasive and less complex than *ex vivo* gene therapy, liver- or muscle-directed genetic modification could be used for therapy and prevention.

Another approach to control HIV replication focuses on engineering CD8^+^ T cells that can recognize and kill infected cells. While initial clinical trials were disappointing, the recent successes of modifying CD8^+^ T cells to kill cancer cells have rekindled the interest in using retargeted CD8^+^ T cells to eliminate HIV-positive cells. This review provides an overview of the different genetic approaches.

Conventional HIV Gene Therapy Approaches {#sec1.1}
----------------------------------------

Conventional HIV gene therapy approaches focus on rendering HIV target cells non-permissive to viral replication. To this end, CD4^+^ T cells or CD34^+^ HSPCs are extracted from a patient, genetically modified *ex vivo* to express one or multiple antiviral genes, and infused into the same patient ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 1Conventional HIV Gene Therapy(A) *Ex vivo* gene delivery. Autologous CD4^+^ T cells or CD34^+^ HSPCs are genetically modified *ex vivo* using a suitable vector. The gene-modified cells are infused back into the patient. (B) Positive selection of gene-modified HIV target cells. HIV replicates in susceptible HIV target cells (red). Gene-modified cells (green) are resistant to infection and accumulate to therapeutically relevant levels. (C) The HIV replication cycle and examples of gene therapeutics. RT, HIV reverse transcriptase; IN, HIV integrase.

HSPCs are usually not infected by HIV, but they give rise to lymphoid progenitors that migrate from the bone marrow to the thymus, where T cell differentiation and thymic education occur. The *de novo* development of T cells predominantly takes place before adolescence. In adults, the size of the thymus is decreased and the contribution of HSPCs to T cell homeostasis declines. Instead, T cell numbers are largely maintained through the division of T cells outside of the central lymphoid organs, such as CD4^+^ stem memory T cells (TSCMs). However, thymic output increases again in the first year after an HSPC transplant, resulting in the production of T cells with a new T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire. Therefore, gene-modified HSPCs and CD4^+^ T cells have the potential to give rise to new gene-modified HIV target cells.

Following infusion, mixed populations of gene-modified and unmodified cells coexist in the patient. Ideally, the gene-modified HIV target cells would have a survival advantage over unmodified cells and replace the unmodified HIV target cell population over time, resulting in an immune system that is resistant to HIV ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).

### Examples of HIV Gene Therapeutics {#sec1.1.1}

The antiviral gene products tested to date can generally be classified into RNA-based and protein-based therapeutics. They interfere with various stages of the HIV replication cycle by targeting viral factors or by targeting cellular factors that are essential for viral replication but dispensable for the host ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). The steps of HIV entry are receptor binding, co-receptor binding, and membrane fusion. CD4 serves as the receptor, while CXCR4 or CCR5 usually function as a co-receptor. Receptor binding and co-receptor binding are mediated by the HIV envelope (Env) protein gp120, which is difficult to target because of its high variability and the inaccessibility of conserved sites within gp120. Targeting the receptor, CD4, also proves difficult due to the central role CD4 plays in the immune system. Similarly, CXCR4 is essential during embryonic development and plays an important role in the tissue recruitment of immune cells in adults.[@bib6] However, individuals born with a naturally occurring mutation in the *CCR5* gene (*CCR5Δ32*) are apparently healthy.[@bib7] Consequently, multiple approaches have been developed to reduce CCR5 on the surface of HIV target cells. Cytokines and antibody derivatives with endoplasmic reticulum retention signal (intrakines and intrabodies, respectively) were designed to retain CCR5 inside gene-modified cells.[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11] Ribozymes and small hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) have been utilized to target *CCR5* mRNA,[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15] while genome-editing enzymes, such as zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs),[@bib16], [@bib17] transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs),[@bib18], [@bib19] and CRISPR-associated protein-9 nuclease (Cas9) have been employed to introduce mutations into the *CCR5* gene.[@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]

Following engagement of CD4 and the co-receptor, HIV Env gp41 facilitates the fusion of the viral and cellular membranes. In the absence of target cell binding, gp41 is not accessible because it is shielded by gp120.[@bib23], [@bib24] It contains highly conserved sequences, such as the heptad repeats.[@bib25], [@bib26] The membrane-associated fusion inhibitor C46 (maC46) comprises a transmembrane domain and a short peptide derived from the heptad repeat 2 of gp41. Expression of the gene encoding maC46 results in high concentrations of maC46 on the surface of gene-modified cells, where it binds to the heptad repeat 1 of gp41, thereby locking gp41 in a fusion inactive state.[@bib27] In a similar approach, the fusion inhibitor C34 was fused to CXCR4 (C34-CXCR4).[@bib28] Although C34-CXCR4 confers protection to gene-modified HIV target cells, it is not clear to what extent expression of CXCR4 affects the natural function of these cells.

Once entry takes place, the viral capsid proteins are lost in the cytoplasm of host cells, a process that is defined as uncoating. The alpha isoform of tripartite motif-containing protein 5 (TRIM5α) is a natural retrovirus restriction factor, and it inhibits uncoating of retroviruses by interacting with the capsid proteins.[@bib29] While human TRIM5α is ineffective against HIV, rhesus macaque TRIM5α efficiently protects cells from HIV infection.[@bib30], [@bib31] Expression of a chimeric human and rhesus macaque TRIM5α has been shown to protect HIV target cells from infection.[@bib32], [@bib33]

Following uncoating and reverse transcription, the HIV genome integrates into transcriptionally active sites of host chromosomes. Recently, an RNA aptamer has been identified that targets the HIV integrase.[@bib34] Aptamers are short DNA or RNA oligonucleotides with a stable three-dimensional conformation that enables them to bind to molecular targets with high specificity and affinity. In an elegant approach, the integrase-targeting RNA aptamer, incorporated as the terminal loop of an shRNA, was expressed by gene-modified HIV target cells, and it inhibited HIV replication in cell cultures.[@bib34]

Other approaches have focused on inhibiting HIV gene expression in infected cells. The two HIV regulatory proteins, transactivator of transcription (Tat) and regulator of expression of virion proteins (Rev), have been targeted because they are expressed early during replication and are essential for viral gene expression. Tat interacts with the transactivation response (TAR) element present at the 5-prime end of nascent HIV transcripts and greatly enhances transcription of the integrated HIV genome,[@bib35], [@bib36] while Rev binds to the Rev response element (RRE) of unspliced and singly spliced HIV mRNAs and promotes their export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.[@bib37] Ribozymes and shRNAs have been designed to target a site in the overlapping open reading frames of *tat* and *rev* RNA.[@bib38], [@bib39] TAR and RRE decoy RNAs mimic their natural counterpart and act by occupying the RNA-binding sites of Tat and Rev.[@bib39], [@bib40] Additionally, trans-dominant negative Rev mutant proteins, e.g., RevM10, have been used to disrupt Rev function by binding and inactivating the wild-type protein.[@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43] In another approach, long antisense RNAs were developed to bind to the HIV mRNA encoding the viral Env glycoproteins.[@bib44] The enzyme double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)-dependent adenosine deaminase recognizes the dsRNA complexes and converts adenosines to inosines, which are recognized as guanines and thus cause mutations.[@bib45] Infection of cells expressing the *env* antisense RNAs (VRX496) results in the accumulation of mutations in HIV Env proteins and the production of severely attenuated progeny viruses.[@bib44] MazF is an endoribonuclease derived from *Escherichia coli* that cleaves adenine-cytosine-adenine (ACA) in single-stranded RNA. While MazF is not specific for HIV, HIV transcripts are rich in ACA sequences, and MazF expression has been shown to reduce HIV infection in target cells.[@bib46]

In a different approach, a recombinase has been developed that recognizes a conserved region in the long terminal repeats (LTRs) located on either side of the provirus DNA. The recombinase excises the provirus from the gene-modified HIV-infected cells, thereby curing them from infection.[@bib47] Similarly, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has been used to excise HIV provirus DNA from infected cells.[@bib48] However, HIV was shown to rapidly develop resistance to excision by Cas9.[@bib49], [@bib50] The high mutation rate of HIV is indeed a major challenge for HIV gene therapies, as the antiviral gene products must confer lifelong protection to HIV target cells. While CCR5 is a cellular target with a low chance to mutate, HIV can switch co-receptor usage from CCR5 to CXCR4,[@bib51] and half of all circulating HIV isolates are capable of utilizing CXCR4 as a co-receptor. One possibility to prevent escape from inhibition is to combine different antiviral genes, similar to combination ART. For example, a vector encoding the *tat*/*rev* shRNA, a TAR decoy RNA, and a *CCR5* ribozyme (rHIV7-shI-TAR-CCR5RZ) has been developed to inhibit HIV entry and gene expression,[@bib39] while a vector encoding maC46 and a *CCR5* shRNA (Cal-1) has been designed to inhibit two different steps of entry.[@bib52]

### Summary of Clinical Trial Results {#sec1.1.2}

Based on promising results obtained *in vitro*, several antiviral genes advanced to testing in clinical trials ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All clinical trials completed to date have shown that the approaches are safe and that long-term engraftment of gene-modified cells can be achieved in patients. In some trials, modest clinical benefits were documented. For example, a trend toward a lower viral load was observed in patients receiving infusions of T cells modified to express the antisense RNA VRX496.[@bib53] While antisense-mediated genetic pressure on HIV was demonstrated, no enrichment of gene-modified cells occurred.[@bib53] Other trials have reported a modest survival advantage for gene-modified cells during ongoing viral replication. When autologous T cells modified with a control vector or a vector encoding RevM10 were infused into the same patient, RevM10-expressing cells had a survival advantage over cells modified with the control vector. Similarly, following infusion of autologous T cells modified with the *CCR5* ZFN, preferential survival of gene-modified cells in comparison to unmodified cells was demonstrated during a scheduled ART treatment interruption. In trials based on the infusion of HSPCs modified with RevM10 or rHIV7-shI-TAR-CCR5RZ, increases in the level of gene-modified cells were observed during phases of viremia. However, the effects were transient and no clear accumulation of gene-modified cells to therapeutically relevant levels has been observed in any trial to date. There are multiple possible transgene-specific and general explanations for the lack of expansion.Table 1HIV Gene Therapy Clinical TrialsGeneVectorTarget CellPhaseStatusReference or [ClinicalTrials.gov](http://ClinicalTrials.gov){#intref0060} Trial**RNA-Based Approaches**U5 ribozyme and *pol* ribozymeGVCD4Icompleted[@bib203]*tat* and *tat/rev* ribozymeGVCD34Icompleted[@bib38]*tat/vpr* ribozyme (Rz2/Oz1)GVCD4Icompleted[@bib204], [@bib205]GVCD34Icompleted[@bib206]GVCD34IIcompleted[@bib75]RRE decoy RNAGVCD34Icompleted[@bib40]*env* antisense RNA (VRX-496)LVCD4Icompleted[@bib44]LVCD4IIactive[@bib53]**Protein-Based Approaches**Dominant-negative Rev (RevM10)GPCD4I and IIcompleted[@bib41]GVCD4I and IIcompleted[@bib42]GVCD34Icompleted[@bib43]Dominant-negative Rev (TdRev)GVCD34Icompleted[@bib207]Membrane-anchored fusion inhibitor (maC46)GVCD4Icompleted[@bib56]CXCR4-anchored fusion inhibitor (C34-CXCR4)LVCD4Irecruiting[NCT03020524](NCT03020524){#intref0065}*CCR5* CRISPR/Cas9NACD34NArecruiting[NCT03164135](NCT03164135){#intref0070}*CCR5* zinc-finger nuclease (SB-728)AdCD4Icompleted[@bib63]AdCD4Icompleted[NCT01044654](NCT01044654){#interref0010}[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}AdCD4I and IIcompleted[NCT01252641](NCT01252641){#interref0015}[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}AdCD4I and IIcompleted[NCT01543152](NCT01543152){#interref0020}[c](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}mRNACD4Iactive[NCT02388594](NCT02388594){#interref0025}mRNACD4I and IIactive[NCT02225665](NCT02225665){#interref0030}mRNACD34Irecruiting[NCT02500849](NCT02500849){#interref0035}MazF endoribonucleaseLVCD4Iactive[NCT01787994](NCT01787994){#intref0075}**Combination Approaches**TAR antisense RNA, dominant-negative RevGVCD4Icompleted[@bib208]*CCR5* shRNA, TRIM5α, TAR decoy RNALVCD34I and IIrecruiting[NCT02797470](NCT02797470){#intref0080}*tat/rev* shRNA, TAR decoy RNA, *CCR5* ribozymeLVCD34Icompleted[@bib39](rHIV7-shI-TAR-CCR5RZ)LVCD34Iactive[NCT01961063](NCT01961063){#interref0040}LVCD34Irecruiting[NCT02337985](NCT02337985){#interref0045}*CCR5* shRNA, maC46 (Cal-1)LVCD4\
CD34I and IIcompleted[NCT01734850](NCT01734850){#intref0085}Cal-1 plus *MGMT(P140K)*LVCD34^+^Irecruiting[NCT02343666](NCT02343666){#intref0090}[^1][^2][^3][^4]

### Transgene-Specific Issues {#sec1.1.3}

In specific cases, expression of the transgenes could have reduced the engraftment or repopulation potential of gene-modified cells, thereby giving a survival disadvantage over unmodified cells. Additionally, it is also possible that transgene expression was reduced or lost over time due to promoter-related issues. In other cases, the lack of expansion could have been related to the potency of the antiviral genes. A follow-up study has compared the antiviral effect of the *tat*/*rev* shRNA, VRC496, and maC46.[@bib54] In pure cultures of gene-modified HIV target cells, a strong protective effect was observed for all three antiviral genes. In contrast, upon infection of mixed cultures consisting of unmodified and genetically modified HIV target cells, only cells expressing maC46 had a strong survival advantage over unmodified cells. One possible explanation for the strong survival advantage conferred by maC46 could be that maC46 targets HIV before integration occurs. Once integrated, proviral genes will continuously be transcribed, which could facilitate escape from inhibition or result in reduced fitness of the infected cell. Mathematical modeling predicts that only antiviral genes that inhibit HIV replication before virus integration can provide a significant therapeutic benefit.[@bib55]

However, there was no evidence of positive selection when autologous CD4^+^ T cells expressing maC46 were infused into HIV-positive individuals who had drug-resistant virus and incomplete suppression of viremia despite ART.[@bib56] Instead, the number of gene-modified cells rapidly declined within a week after infusion. Since maC46 is derived from viral proteins, immune responses could have contributed to the elimination of cells expressing maC46. Indeed, patients had pre-existing antibodies to maC46, but there was no clear indication that antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) or other immune responses were responsible for the observed decline.[@bib56] Therefore, other factors could have been responsible for the result.

### General Obstacles {#sec1.1.4}

Conventional HIV gene therapy approaches require HIV replication for the positive selection of gene-modified cells. The largest obstacle to this approach is probably the indirect cytopathic effect of HIV replication that leads to the destruction of uninfected cells. The immune system in untreated patients is in a hyperactive state. Systemic inflammation and chronic immune activation contribute to the dysregulation of T cell homeostasis,[@bib57] resulting in an unfavorable environment for engraftment and expansion. Even patients on ART who achieve suppression of viral replication have increased inflammation in comparison to uninfected individuals. Furthermore, infected cells secrete various HIV proteins that can induce apoptosis in uninfected bystander cells, e.g., the HIV accessory protein negative factor (Nef) fulfills multiple intracellular functions, but extracellular Nef was also detected in the plasma of half of HIV-positive individuals on ART with undetectable viral load[@bib58] and can trigger apoptosis of uninfected CD4^+^ T cells.[@bib59] Additionally, soluble HIV Env gp120 and antibodies targeting soluble gp120 are commonly found in the blood of HIV-positive individuals. Binding of soluble gp120 to CD4 and CCR5 or CXCR4 on uninfected cells can also induce apoptosis,[@bib60], [@bib61] while anti-gp120 antibodies recognize soluble gp120 bound to surface CD4 and mediate the destruction of these cells by ADCC.[@bib62] Therefore, low levels of HIV replication could already impair the engraftment and expansion of gene-modified cells, even when the cells are highly resistant to HIV. Other general obstacles include but are not limited to slower replication of less aggressive HIV isolates that may not lead to the efficient selection of gene-modified cells, the replenishment of unmodified CD4^+^ T cells by unmodified HSPCs and/or CD4^+^ T cells, and long-lived HIV reservoirs such as CD4^+^ TSCMs and macrophages that harbor replication-competent HIV in patients.

### The Level of Gene Modification {#sec1.1.5}

The level of gene modification that can be achieved in patients plays a central role for the success of gene therapy. Since conventional HIV gene therapy strategies rely on HIV replication to select gene-modified cells, the initial size of the gene-modified HIV target cell population has to be large enough to offset the negative effects of viral replication in the unmodified target cell population. The exact threshold has not been determined and may vary for different approaches, but pre-clinical and ongoing clinical studies have given valuable insights about the required level of gene modification.

For T cell-based therapies, the highest level of gene modification has been observed in the trial testing the *CCR5* ZFN, in which autologous *CCR5*-modified CD4^+^ T cells were infused into patients on ART with undetectable viral load (below 20 HIV genome copies/mL).[@bib63] Aside from one patient who had a natural mutation in one *CCR5* allele prior to gene modification, patient 203 had the highest level of *CCR5*-modified cells (close to 30% of the CD4^+^ T cell compartment) at the beginning of a scheduled treatment interruption period at 4 weeks post-infusion.[@bib63] Clonal analysis of *CCR5*-modified cells indicated that approximately 33% of cells underwent bi-allelic modification.[@bib63] Therefore, almost 10% of the CD4^+^ T cells of patient 203 were completely resistant at the beginning of the treatment interruption. During the treatment interruption, a transient survival advantage was evident for gene-modified cells, but no clinical benefits were observed, e.g., the viral load returned to historic set points and CD4^+^ T cell counts declined drastically.[@bib63] Similar results were observed in other patients with lower levels of gene modification.[@bib63]

To increase engraftment of *CCR5*-modified T cells, pre-treatment with low doses of the chemotherapeutic agent cyclophosphamide is currently under investigation (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT01543152](NCT01543152){#intref0010}). Low doses of cyclophosphamide have primarily been used to promote anti-tumor immunity by selectively depleting immunosuppressive regulatory T cells and stimulating the expansion of effector T cells,[@bib64], [@bib65] but they were also shown to promote proliferation of adoptively transferred CD4^+^ T cells, which in turn enhanced tumor-specific CD8^+^ T cell responses.[@bib65] Preliminary results from the trial showed a cyclophosphamide dose-dependent increase in the number of engrafting CD4^+^ T cells.[@bib66] The effect was maximal at a dose of 1 g/m^2^ body surface area, resulting in an ∼2.5-fold increase in comparison to the previous trial without cyclophosphamide.[@bib63], [@bib66] Although no accumulation of *CCR5*-modified cells was reported, 6 of 9 patients pre-conditioned with cyclophosphamide doses between 1 and 1.5 g/m^2^ demonstrated control of viremia (viral load below 10,000 RNA copies/mL) during an extended ART interruption for 14--26 months.[@bib66], [@bib67] Interestingly, control of viremia was associated with increased HIV-specific CD8^+^ T cell responses and higher levels of *CCR5*-modified CD4^+^ TSCMs.[@bib67] These results spark many questions, e.g., was doubling the number of engrafting cells enough to reach clinically significant levels of gene-modified cells; did cyclophosphamide pre-treatment promote the engraftment of longer-lived T cell subsets; or was the combination of cyclophosphamide and infusion of unmodified T cells sufficient to induce HIV-specific immune responses, as has been seen in anti-tumor therapies? The final results for this trial as well as future trials in which unmodified T cells are infused after cyclophosphamide conditioning will offer further insights.

For all HSPC-based trials, the level of gene modification that was achieved in patients was extremely low (below 1%; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). There are different possible explanations for this. Early trials were performed with vectors derived from gammaretroviral viruses, such as the murine leukemia virus (MLV). MLV vectors require cell division for integration, as they need the breakdown of the nuclear membrane, and therefore they can only integrate successfully into dividing cells.[@bib68] As HSPCs are more quiescent in culture, growth factor cocktails are necessary to induce cell division of HSPCs, which can lead to a reduced engraftment potential.[@bib69] For example, the protocol for the transduction of HSPCs with a retroviral vector encoding RevM10 required 5 days of *ex vivo* culture, with a standard growth factor cocktail consisting of thrombopoietin, stem cell factor, and Flt3 ligand ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Under these conditions, engraftment of HSPCs is drastically reduced in comparison to HSPCs that were just cultured for 1--2 days.[@bib70] Additionally, pre-conditioning regimens could have influenced the engraftment of HSPCs.Table 2Completed HSPC-Based HIV Gene Therapy TrialsAntiviral Gene (Vector)ARTGFEE-GM (%)CI-GM (%)Outcome*tat* and *tat/rev* ribozyme (GV)yesNANANANMA\<1safe[@bib38]MA*tat/vpr* ribozyme (GV)yesno354NMA\<1safe, overall lower viral load and higher CD4^+^ T cells counts[@bib75]RRE decoy RNA (GV)yesIL-3317NMA\<1safe and survival advantage over cells modified with a control vector[@bib40]SCFRevM10 (GV)yesSCF524NMA\<1safe and survival advantage over cells modified with a control vector[@bib43]TPOFlt3LTdRev (GV)yesIL-3480RI\<1safe[@bib207]GM-CSFFlt3L*tat/rev* shRNA, TAR decoy RNA, *CCR5* ribozyme (LV)yesSCF218MA\<1safe and survival advantage over unmodified cells[@bib39]TPOFlt3L[^5]

In general, myeloablative (MA)-, reduced intensity (RI)-, or non-MA (NMA)-conditioning regimens can be used prior to HSPC transfer.[@bib71] MA conditioning completely depletes hematopoietic stem cells and their progeny. Accordingly, MA conditioning would substantially reduce the existing HIV reservoir[@bib72] and potentially promote the highest level of engraftment. However, MA conditioning is associated with life-threatening toxicities, and it is only an option in a small group of patients who require high-dose chemotherapy for the treatment of other life-threatening diseases, such as HIV-associated lymphoma.[@bib73] RI conditioning has a reduced toxicity while still promoting engraftment of HSPCs, and it could be an option for a larger group of patients.[@bib74] NMA conditioning is the least toxic, but it also mediates the lowest level of engraftment in the setting of autologous HSPC transplants.[@bib74] Since some trials have used NMA conditioning, e.g., a phase II trial based on the infusion of HSPCs modified to express a *tat/vpr* ribozyme,[@bib75] this could have contributed to the low level of gene modification. In comparison to gammaretroviral vectors, lentiviral vectors transduce HSPCs more efficiently because of their inherent ability to integrate into non-dividing cells. One trial has examined the engraftment of HSPCs modified with the lentiviral vector rHIV7-shI-TAR-CCR5RZ.[@bib39] Although MA conditioning and short *ex vivo* transduction protocols were used, very low levels of gene modification were observed. This can at least partially be explained by the fact that the study protocol required co-infusion of an HSPC batch that was only minimally manipulated, e.g., no *ex vivo* culture period.

A clinical trial for the treatment of a genetic disease reported gene modification levels of ∼15% after lentiviral vector-mediated gene modification of autologous HSPCs and MA conditioning.[@bib76] The question remains whether there are factors aside from the cyptopathic effects of HIV replication that may affect gene transfer in HIV-positive individuals. All completed HSPC-based trials to date have used gammaretroviral or lentiviral vectors, and patients were on ART prior to the extraction of HSPCs ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). While viral load was not completely suppressed in the majority of patients, some ART regimens could have reduced the efficacy of gammaretroviral and lentiviral vector-mediated gene transfer. For example, a nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitor (azidothymidine) efficiently inhibited gammaretroviral murine leukemia virus (MLV) infections.[@bib77] In another study, pigtailed macaques were infected with simian HIV (SHIV) and treated with ART consisting of an integrase inhibitor (raltegravir), a nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitor (emtricitabine), and a nucleotide reverse-transcriptase inhibitor (tenofovir).[@bib78] Autologous macaque HSPCs contained detectable levels of all three drugs, even when ART was temporarily interrupted prior to HSPC extraction. Following transduction with lentiviral vectors, an accumulation of non-integrated vector genomes was detected, which resulted in a much lower long-term engraftment of gene-modified cells in comparison to gene-modified HSPCs from treatment-naive animals.[@bib78] Therefore, ART regimens may need to be adjusted well in advance of retrovirus-mediated gene transfer. The infusion of CD4^+^ T cells or HSPCs modified with the lentiviral vector Cal-1 into patients without ART was investigated in a phase I trial, which recently was completed (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT01734850](NCT01734850){#intref0015}). In another trial, HSPCs electroporated with mRNAs encoding *CCR5* ZFNs were infused into patients on ART with viremia suppressed below 20 RNA copies/mL (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT02500849](NCT02500849){#intref0020}). The results from these trials will provide further information about the impact of ART on lentiviral vector-mediated gene transfer and/or to what extent ongoing viral replication interferes with the engraftment of cells.

Consistent with clinical trials for non-infectious diseases, 20% gene modification has been achieved in uninfected macaques after MA conditioning and infusion with autologous HSPCs modified with the clinical grade lentiviral vector Cal-1 encoding maC46 and a *CCR5* shRNA.[@bib79] Following infection with SHIV, an accumulation of gene-modified cells, controlled viremia (viral load under 10,000 RNA copies/mL), and increased CD4^+^ T cell counts in the range of healthy subjects were observed.[@bib80] The study suggests that a level of gene modification of ∼20% is sufficient to achieve a therapeutic benefit in HSPC-based approaches. However, due to the associated risks, MA conditioning is not an option for the majority of patients. The question remains whether this level of gene modification can be achieved in patients undergoing RI or even NMA conditioning, where the infused cells are competing with existing cells.[@bib81] The impact of RI-conditioning regimens is currently under investigation in multiple trials ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). For example, a clinical trial investigating the effect of RI conditioning on the engraftment of HSPCs modified with the lentiviral vector rHIV7-shI-TAR-CCR5RZ is currently recruiting. RI conditioning is also being tested for HSPCs modified with the *CCR5* ZFN or HSPCs modified with Cal-1.Table 3Ongoing Clinical HSPC-Based HIV Gene Therapy TrialsAntiviral GeneART prior to HSPCTVL prior to HSPCT (gc/mL)Gene TransferConditioning*CCR5* CRISPR/Cas9yes\<40RNP nucleofectionNA*CCR5* ZFNyes\<20mRNA electroporationbusulfanmaC46no5,000--100,000lentiviral vectorbusulfan*CCR5* shRNAmaC46yes\<50lentiviral vectorBCNU, O6-benzylguanine*CCR5* shRNAMGMT(P140K)*tat/rev* shRNAyesNAlentiviral vectorBCNU, cytarabine, etoposide, melphalanTRIM5αTAR decoy RNA*tat/rev* shRNAyesNAlentiviral vectorR-EPOCH (rituximab, etoposide, prednisone, vincristine Sulfate, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin hydrochloride)TAR decoy RNA*CCR5* ribozyme[^6]

### *In Vivo* Selection of Gene-Modified Cells {#sec1.1.6}

To further boost the level of gene modification, vectors expressing drug resistance genes are currently under investigation. Rendering gene-modified cells resistant to chemotherapeutic agents enables the *in vivo* selection of gene-modified cells. For example, the P140K mutant of O6-alkylguanine-DNA-methyltransferase, MGMT(P140K), was used to confer resistance to the chemotherapeutic agent bis-chloroethylnitrosourea (BCNU), which is toxic to hematopoietic stem cells.[@bib82], [@bib83], [@bib84] MGMT(P140K) selection of gene-modified HSPCs was safe and feasible in clinical trials in glioblastoma patients.[@bib85], [@bib86] Proof of principle has also been demonstrated in a pre-clinical macaque model of HIV infection. After transplantation of autologous gene-modified HSPCs expressing maC46 and MGMT(P140K), the level of gene modification was 4%--5%.[@bib84] Several rounds of BCNU treatment resulted in 20% stable gene marking in one animal and 60% in another animal.[@bib79] The macaques were subsequently infected with SHIV. During the acute phase of infection, comparable levels of virus replication were observed in macaques infused with control cells or with gene-modified cells expressing maC46. During this phase, a clear survival advantage of gene-modified CD4^+^ T cells expressing maC46 was evident, resulting in an accumulation of gene-modified cells to a level of 90% of total CD4^+^ T cells. After the acute phase, the viral load dropped in all animals, but significantly lower levels were observed in macaques infused with gene-modified cells expressing maC46 up to 196 days post-infection. Interestingly, the drop in viral load was accompanied by an increase of unmodified CD4^+^ T cells in macaques treated with HSPCs expressing maC46.

MGMT(P140K) has also been integrated into other vectors. For example, a lentiviral vector encoding multiple anti-HIV RNAs and MGMT(P140K) was used to transduce human HSPCs.[@bib87] Following injection into immunodeficient mice, three rounds of BCNU treatment resulted in overall reduced engraftment of human cells, but the percentage of gene-modified cells in the bone marrow and spleen were enriched by 15-fold, while the frequency of gene-modified CD4^+^ T cells was increased by 3-fold in comparison to unselected controls.[@bib87] Therefore, *in vivo* selection may represent a solution to increase gene modification in patients without the need for MA conditioning. For example, RI conditioning with BCNU and temozolomide was sufficient to select autologous HSPCs expressing MGMT(P140K) in a dog model.[@bib88] The ability to select gene-modified cells in patients has a vast potential to increase the efficacy of gene therapy approaches. One trial is currently recruiting patients with HIV-associated lymphoma to test HSPCs modified with the Cal-1 vector that also encodes MGMT(P140K). However, since chemotherapy can have severe side effects, the safety and feasibility of this method will have to be carefully determined for ART-suppressed HIV-positive individuals who do not require chemotherapy otherwise.[@bib89]

Genetic Strategies Using Secreted Anti-HIV Proteins {#sec1.2}
---------------------------------------------------

Alternative genetic strategies focus on generating producer cells that secrete AVPs. Intuitively, cells of the immune system are optimally suited for the production of secreted AVPs. Autologous CD4^+^ T cells, CD8^+^ T cells, or HSPCs can be modified *ex vivo* to secrete AVPs. The gene-modified hematopoietic cells are present at the sites of viral replication, e.g., lymphatic tissues, which can result in high local concentrations of the secreted AVPs. Especially gene-modified HSPCs can generate an armada of AVP-secreting cells, as the majority of myeloid and lymphoid cell lineages can serve as producers for the secreted AVPs. Since nearly any cell type can serve as a producer cell, it is also possible to modify non-hematopoietic cells to secrete AVPs. The liver and muscle are highly vascularized organs that can be genetically modified *in vivo* by injecting the appropriate vectors directly into the target organ ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). AVPs secreted from gene-modified liver or muscle cells can enter the bloodstream and reach sites of viral replication via circulation. Ideally, AVPs secreted from gene-modified HIV target and/or non-target cells would accumulate to therapeutically relevant concentrations and lead to a systemic inhibition of viral replication ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 2Genetic Strategies Based on Secreted AVPs(A) Genes encoding secreted AVPs can be delivered by *ex vivo* gene therapy. Alternatively, suitable vectors can be injected directly into the target tissue, such as muscle. (B) Gene-modified producer cells secrete the AVPs into their surrounding. The secreted AVPs inhibit HIV entry by binding to HIV Env present on virus particles and infected cells or by binding to cellular receptors, such as CCR5. (C) HIV entry and examples of protein-based entry inhibitors.

Secreted AVPs have to inhibit HIV by binding to extracellular targets. A multitude of protein-based entry inhibitors that interfere with one or multiple steps of the HIV entry process by binding to HIV Env on virus particles or proteins on the surface of target cells has been identified ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). For example, receptor binding has been inhibited by soluble CD4 (sCD4)[@bib4], [@bib90] as well as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) targeting the CD4-binding site (CD4bs)[@bib91], [@bib92] or glycan-dependent epitopes across HIV Env.[@bib93] Chemokine analogs,[@bib94] co-receptor-mimicking peptides,[@bib95] and mAbs targeting CCR5[@bib96], [@bib97] or the co-receptor-binding site[@bib98], [@bib99] have been utilized to inhibit binding of gp120 to the co-receptor, while fusion inhibitors have been developed to prevent the function of gp41.[@bib100], [@bib101] To overcome the limitations of single inhibitors, several inhibitors have also been combined, e.g., sCD4 was fused to a co-receptor-mimicking peptide or fusion inhibitors.[@bib102], [@bib103], [@bib104], [@bib105] Aside from inhibiting HIV entry, several AVPs have the advantage that they can also reduce the cytopathic effects of HIV replication and mediate the elimination of infected cells. For example, antibodies and sCD4 can neutralize free gp120 in the serum of HIV-positive individuals or gp120 on the surface of infected cells. Additionally, antibodies bound to cell surface gp120 can mediate ADCC,[@bib106] while sCD4 binding to cell surface gp120 enables binding of co-receptor-binding site (CORbs) antibodies present in the serum of infected individuals, which can also mediate ADCC.[@bib107] The following two sections will provide examples of AVPs secreted from hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cell lineages.

### Secretion of AVPs from Hematopoietic Cell Lineages {#sec1.2.1}

Multiple studies have investigated secretion of AVPs from HIV target cells and HSPCs. This section provides examples of AVPs secreted from hematopoietic cell lineages. Fusion inhibitors are highly potent entry inhibitors that have been approved for clinical use.[@bib100] However, they need to be injected twice daily because of their relatively short half-life. To provide a continuous supply of fusion inhibitors, HIV target cells were engineered to secrete the fusion inhibitor C46.[@bib108] While gene-modified T lymphoid PM1 and Jurkat cells secreted significant quantities of C46, C46 secretion from gene-modified primary CD4^+^ T cells was below the limit of detection, and only partial inhibition of HIV replication was observed. In another *in vitro* study, secretion of a single-chain variable fragment (scFv) of PRO140 was investigated.[@bib109] The CCR5-targeting mAb PRO140 is currently being tested in phase III clinical trials (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT02483078](NCT02483078){#intref0025} and [NCT02859961](NCT02859961){#intref0030}). Phase II trials have shown that once weekly injections of PRO140 mediate a significant reduction in viral load.[@bib96], [@bib97] While the scFv PRO140 mediated protection of unmodified cells, the scFv was less potent than the parental mAb.[@bib109]

*In vivo* studies have demonstrated more encouraging results. Two similar studies have investigated the secretion of the glycan-targeting mAb 2G12 or the CD4bs-targeting antibody b12, which were two of the most potent anti-HIV mAbs available at that time.[@bib110], [@bib111] Immunodeficient mice were transplanted with gene-modified HSPCs expressing one of the mAbs. Following engraftment, blood samples contained low levels of either mAb ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). At 1 week after infection, mice expressing 2G12 had significantly reduced viral loads in comparison to control mice; viral loads at later time points were not reported. Mice expressing b12 had higher levels of CD4^+^ T cells and a lower percentage of infected cells after infection, but viral load data were not reported.Table 4Examples of Genetic Strategies Using Secreted AVPsSecreted AVPTargetVectorPromoterTarget CellsModel SystemsAVP ConcentrationOutcomeSoluble receptor (sCD4)gp120LVEF1αCD34hu-mice100 ng/mLcontrol of HIV replication after infection[@bib119]CD4bsmAb b12-IgAgp120LVMH[a](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}CD34hu-mice10 ng/mLpartial protection against infection[@bib111]CD4bsmAb 2G12gp120LVPGMCD34hu-mice40 ng/mLpartial protection against infection[@bib110]glycansmAb b12gp120AAV2CMV (HC)musclehu-mice8 μg/mLNA[@bib123]CD4bsEF1α (LC)mAb VRC07G54Wgp120AAV8CASI[b](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}musclehu-mice100 μg/mLprotection against infection[@bib124]CD4bsmAb 10-1074gp120AAV[c](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}thyroglobulinmusclehu-mice200 mg/mLsuppression of HIV replication after infection[@bib126]glycansSimian scFv-IgG1 (4L6 or 5L7)gp120AAV1CMVmusclemacaques1--270 μg/mLimmunogenic; protection against infection dependent on lower immune responses against the secreted AVP[@bib127]NASimian mAb (4L6 and 5L7)gp120AAV1CMVmusclemacaques1--270 μg/mLimmunogenic; partial protection against infection[@bib128]NASiminized mAB VRC07gp120AAV8β-actinmusclemacaques66 μg/mLimmunogenic; protection against infection when immune suppressant were used[@bib129]CD4bsRhesus sCD4-IgG1gp120AAV1CMVmusclemacaques3--10 μg/mLimmunogenic; protection against infection dependent on lower immune responses against the secreted AVP[@bib127]CD4bsRhesus eCD4-Iggp120AAV2CMVmusclemacaques17--77 μg/mLless immunogenic than mAbs; protection against infection[@bib130]CD4bs CORbs[^7][^8][^9][^10]

Since mAbs are highly specific for their target and HIV Env is highly variable, HIV can easily escape antibody binding.[@bib23], [@bib112], [@bib113], [@bib114] In contrast, HIV cannot escape binding to sCD4 without losing its ability to bind to cellular CD4,[@bib115], [@bib116] but initial clinical trials with sCD4 proved disappointing.[@bib117] Follow-up studies showed that the majority of clinical isolates require higher sCD4 concentrations for inhibition than initially anticipated.[@bib118] Subsequent clinical trials demonstrated that twice daily administration of sCD4 could completely neutralize cell-free HIV.[@bib4], [@bib90] In proof-of-principle studies, we have modified human HSPCs with a lentiviral vector expressing sCD4.[@bib102] Although sCD4 has a much shorter half-life than antibodies, we detected 10-fold higher concentrations of sCD4 in the peripheral blood of immunodeficient mice engrafted with gene-modified HSPCs in comparison to the values reported for b12 ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). This was probably due to the use of different promoters. Expression of sCD4 was under the control of the EF1α promoter, which was equally active in B cells and T cells, while b12 was expressed from a B cell-specific promoter. Directly after infection, viral load and percentages of CD4^+^ T cells were similar between the control and sCD4 groups.[@bib119] In control mice, viral load continued to increase and the percentage of CD4^+^ T cells decreased.[@bib119] In contrast, viral load continuously decreased and the percentage of CD4^+^ T cells remained stable in mice expressing sCD4, indicating that constitutive expression and secretion of an entry inhibitor can control HIV replication *in vivo*.[@bib119]

After autologous T cell gene therapy, up to 30% of total CD4^+^ T cells can consist of gene-modified cells.[@bib63] The ratio of gene-modified producer cells to HIV target cells could be further increased if gene-modified CD8^+^ T cells were co-infused. Therefore, secreted AVPs would have to be identified that can suppress virus replication at this level of T cell gene marking. For HSPC gene therapy approaches, the required level of gene marking would likely be lower because all hematopoietic lineages would serve as producer cells, including B cells and monocytes, which would drastically increase the ratio of gene-modified producer cells to unmodified HIV target cells.

### Secretion of AVPs from Non-hematopoietic Cell Lineages {#sec1.2.2}

*In vivo* gene therapy of non-hematopoietic cells is less invasive and complex than *ex vivo* gene therapy of hematopoietic cells. Therefore, secretion of AVPs from non-hematopoietic cell lineages could theoretically be used for HIV treatment and prevention. Adeno-associated virus (AAV)-derived vectors can be used to directly modify cells *in vivo*. Several studies have used AAV vectors to transfer genes encoding secreted AVPs to muscle cells. Although AAV vectors are generally non-integrating, the vector genomes persist for long times because skeletal muscle cells do not undergo mitosis.[@bib120] Instead, damaged cells are repaired or replaced by satellite cells.[@bib120] The average lifespan of skeletal muscle cells in a human adult is 15.1 years.[@bib121] AAV vectors encoding mAb b12 were injected into the muscle of immunodeficient mice.[@bib122] Following vector administration, the maximal concentration of antibody that bound to HIV gp120 was 8 μg/mL; *in vivo* inhibition of HIV replication was not examined.

In a similar study, significantly higher levels of the mAb b12 (over 100 μg/mL) were observed after AAV vector-mediated gene transfer into the muscle tissue of mice.[@bib123] The same study also showed that the newer and more potent CD4bs mAb VRC01 accumulated to similar levels in mice. Mice capable of secreting b12 or VRC01 were engrafted with human CD4^+^ T cells, and they were protected from intravenous HIV challenge. In a follow-up study, AAV vector-mediated expression of the mAb VRC07G54W protected humanized mice from multiple mucosal HIV challenges, while incomplete protection was observed with b12 or VRC01.[@bib124] The mAb VRC07G54W was chosen because VRC07 is a more potent clonal variant of VRC01, and introducing a G54W mutation into the heavy-chain complementarity-determining region 2 of VRC07 further improved neutralization breadth and potency.[@bib125]

Even higher mAb levels were observed in another study examining the ability of the glycan-targeting mAb 10-1074 to suppress HIV replication after infection was established.[@bib126] While mAb 10-1074 has a lower neutralization breadth than newer CD4bs-targing antibodies, such as VRC01, lower concentrations of mAb 10-1074 are necessary for efficient inhibition.[@bib93] Humanized mice were infected with HIV and treated with ART consisting of one integrase inhibitor and two nucleotide reverse-transcriptase inhibitors.[@bib126] However, ART seemed to interfere with AAV transduction as ART-treated mice had significantly lower antibody expression after AAV injection, which was attributed to the presence of nucleotide analogs in ART-treated animals. Therefore, treatment was switched to infusions of mAb 10-1074 followed by injection of the AAV vector encoding the mAb 10-1074. After cessation of mAb 10-1074 infusions, vector-mediated expression resulted in antibody levels of 200 mg/mL. The widely different levels of mAbs observed in the different studies were probably due to the use of different promoters ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Importantly, expression of mAb 10-1074 maintained suppression of viral load in six of seven mice.

Multiple studies also examined secretion of AVPs in macaques. Three AAV vectors were used for intramuscular injection in nine macaques (three animals for each vector).[@bib127] Two vectors encoded scFvs (4L6 or 5L7) derived from anti-simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) antibodies fused to the crystallizable fragment (Fc) region of IgG1 (termed immunoadhesins). The third vector encoded rhesus sCD4-immunoglobulin G (IgG)1. Serum concentrations of the transgenes varied from 3 to 190 μg/mL. After injection with SIVmac316, four of six macaques receiving AAV vectors encoding immunoadhesins and two of three macaques receiving vectors encoding sCD4-IgG1 were completely protected from infection. Infection in the three remaining animals correlated with detectable immune responses to the transgenes. Hoping that full-length rhesus-derived antibodies would not elicit an immune response, AAV vectors were designed that encoded 4L6 and 5L7 mAbs that only contained rhesus-derived sequences. However, immune responses to the antibodies were still observed in nine of twelve macaques that were intramuscularly injected with the vectors.[@bib128] Similarly, immunosuppression was required to sustain expression of a simianized form of mAb VRC07 after intramuscular injection of AAV vectors.[@bib129]

Recently, AAV vector-mediated delivery of sCD4-IgG1 fused to a co-receptor-mimicking peptide (eCD4-Ig) was tested in macaques.[@bib130] sCD4 has the unique ability to induce conformational changes in HIV Env, resulting in the exposure of the normally shielded co-receptor-binding site. The fusion protein eCD4-Ig was highly active against isolates that were relatively resistant to multiple CD4bs-targeting mAbs, but it requires co-expression of a tyrosine protein sulfotransferase to promote sulfation of the co-receptor-mimicking peptide.[@bib130] Concentrations of rhesus eCD4-Ig reached 17 to 77 μg/mL in blood samples of macaques, which were protected from multiple SHIV-AD8-EO challenges. Although eCD4-Ig also caused immune responses, the fusion protein was less immunogenic in macaques in comparison to four anti-HIV mAbs. Although no significant immune responses were reported in clinical trials based on the infusion of the mAbs VRC01, 3BNC117, and 10-1074, the macaque studies illustrate that immune responses to secreted AVPs could represent a significant obstacle to AAV-mediated gene transfer in humans. Two clinical trials are currently testing delivery of the glycan-targeting mAb PG9 (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT01937455](NCT01937455){#intref0035}) or VRC07 (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT03374202](NCT03374202){#intref0040}) via AAV vector gene therapy, and they will provide further insights about immune responses to the secreted AVPs.

In a different approach, AAV vectors encoding a fusion protein consisting of the scFv of human mAb b12 and the Fc region of IgG1 were used to transduce human vaginal epithelial cells (VECs).[@bib131] Gene-modified VECs secreted ∼12 μg/mL b12 immunoadhesin. In experiments utilizing VECs and transwell plates, secreted b12 immunoadhesin inhibited HIV~BaL~ transfer. Local expression of secreted AVPs may also enhance the efficacy over secreted AVPs expressed at distant sites, such as muscle tissue, but further studies would be necessary to determine if there is a benefit in local expression of secreted AVPs for HIV prophylaxis.

Gene Therapy Using Engineered CD8^+^ T Cells {#sec1.3}
--------------------------------------------

Reprogramming CD8^+^ T cells to recognize and kill HIV-infected cells represents another genetic approach to treat HIV-positive individuals ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). To that end, CD8^+^ T cells or HSPCs are modified *ex vivo* to express HIV-specific TCRs or chimeric antigen receptors (CARs). For example, a naturally occurring HIV Gag-specific TCR (A2-SL9) is associated with lower viremia in HIV-positive individuals.[@bib132], [@bib133] Gene-modified CD8^+^ T cells expressing A2-SL9 reduced HIV infection in a mouse model of HIV infection. Phage display was used to isolate an A2-SL9 variant with enhanced affinity, and a clinical trial was initiated to test its safety and efficacy (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT00991224](NCT00991224){#intref0045}).[@bib134] However, the trial was cancelled because off-target effects resulting in severe adverse effects were observed in other trials testing affinity-enhanced TCRs.[@bib135]Figure 3Gene Therapy Using Engineered CD8^+^ T Cells(A) CD8^+^ T cells are modified to express HIV-specific TCRs or CARs. Upon recognition of an infected cell, gene-modified CD8^+^ T cells mediate the destruction of the infected cell. (B) Examples of HIV-specific CARs. The structure of the TCR/CD3 complex with co-stimulatory receptors CD28 and 4-1BB is shown in the left panel. The structure of HIV-specific CARs is depicted in the right panel.

In another approach, CD4 was used to engineer an HIV-specific CAR. The 4 extracellular domains and the transmembrane domain of CD4 were covalently linked to the zeta subunit of the CD3 TCR, which is the cytoplasmic domain involved in signal transduction and T cell activation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).[@bib136] Expression of the CD4 CAR enabled CD8^+^ T cells to selectively kill infected cells and suppress viral replication *in vitro*.[@bib137] The CD4 CAR was subsequently tested in phase I and II clinical trials.[@bib138], [@bib139], [@bib140] While no differences in viral load were detected, decreases in infected peripheral blood mononucleocytes as well as HIV DNA isolated from rectal mucosa were observed. Interestingly, a long-term follow-up study showed that CAR T cells were detected in 98% of samples tested for at least 11 years after infusion.[@bib141] Despite the persistence of the gene-modified cells, no clinical benefit was evident, indicating that a significant challenge for HIV CAR-T cell therapy is the requirement for persistent activity.[@bib142] Factors that can influence the expansion, persistence, and activity of adoptively transferred T cells include but are not limited to the *ex vivo* culture conditions of the T cell product, the patient pre-conditioning regimens, the development of T cell exhaustion, immune responses, and the design of CARs.[@bib143]

To create more potent HIV-specific CARs, a series of novel mAbs with broad and potent neutralization activity was converted to scFvs and linked to different transmembrane domains as well as cytoplasmic co-stimulatory domains and the CD3 zeta subunit ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).[@bib144], [@bib145] The novel CARs expressed on CD8^+^ T cells mediated specific proliferation and killing in response to HIV-infected cells, and one of them is entering clinical trials (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT03240328](NCT03240328){#intref0050}); but, as mentioned earlier, HIV can easily escape mAb-mediated inhibition.

Since HIV cannot escape binding to CD4 without a significant loss of fitness, multiple approaches have been tested to improve CD4 CARs. In one study, optimization of the vector backbone, promoter, transmembrane domain, and signaling domains resulted in significantly more potent CD4 CARs in comparison to the original construct and CARs based on anti-HIV mAbs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).[@bib146] However, since the extracellular domains of CD4 CARs are identical to CD4, expression of CD4 CARs renders CD8^+^ T cells susceptible to HIV infection.[@bib146] Additionally, bispecific CARs consisting of the first two extracellular domains of CD4 linked to an scFv of the CORbs-targeting mAb 17b were designed to improve potency and block infection of gene-modified CD8^+^ T cells ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).[@bib147] In a combination approach, CD4 CARs were co-expressed with antiviral genes that protect cells from infection. For example, trends toward a lower viral load and increased expansion of gene-modified cells were observed in macaques that were infused with autologous HSPCs modified to express maC46 and CD4 CARs in comparison to control animals that were infused with HSPCs expressing maC46 and CD4 CARs with a deleted signaling domain.[@bib148] However, it is of note that multiple fatal cases were observed after the infusion of gene-modified CAR-T cells.[@bib149], [@bib150] The severe adverse events, such as neurologic toxicity and cytokine release syndrome, were not related to the vector that was used to transfer the gene encoding the CAR, but rather to the effects of expressing CARs on T cells.

Gene Transfer Vectors and the Safety of Genetic Strategies {#sec1.4}
----------------------------------------------------------

Early clinical trials used vectors derived from gammaretroviruses. MLV vectors were used to genetically modify T cells and HSPCs. However, MLV vectors preferentially integrate near the transcriptional start sites of proto-oncogenes, and their promoter and/or enhancer regions in the viral LTRs can modulate proto-oncogene expression, resulting in monoclonal expansion of genetically modified cells.[@bib151], [@bib152], [@bib153] Consequently, severe adverse effects, such as leukemia or myelodysplasia, were observed in several patients treated with autologous HSPCs that were modified with MLV vectors.[@bib154], [@bib155], [@bib156] The safety risk seems to be specific to the use of HSPCs, as no adverse effects have been reported in clinical trials based on the MLV-mediated expression of therapeutic genes in autologous T cells.[@bib157] MLV-based vectors were also used in multiple clinical trials testing HIV gene therapy approaches based on the modification of HSPCs ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). While no severe adverse effects were detected in these trials, MLV vectors are not used for the modification of HSPCs anymore because of their genotoxicity.

Self-inactivating (SIN) MLV vectors have deletions in their LTRs that inactivate the viral promoter and/or enhancer after integration. In these vectors, transgene expression is under the control of an internal promoter. SIN MLV vectors have an improved safety profile, but their clinical use was initially limited because they could not be produced at high titers.[@bib158] The low titer was largely due to transcriptional interference of the MLV promoter and/or enhancer in the 5′ LTR with the internal promoter, which reduced the production of full-length vector RNA during vector particle production in the packaging cells.[@bib159] This problem was overcome by substituting the MLV promoter region in the 5′ LTR with another promoter to drive expression of the full-length vector RNA.[@bib159], [@bib160] Their safety and effectiveness are currently being investigated in clinical trials for the treatment of X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID).[@bib161] However, direct integration into regulatory elements of proto-oncogenes still poses a safety risk that is not addressed by the SIN design.

In contrast to MLV vectors, lentiviral vectors do not preferentially integrate near transcription start sites. Instead, the vector genome integrates randomly into transcriptionally active regions of chromosomes.[@bib162] Furthermore, the SIN design could be applied to lentiviral vectors without causing a significant loss of titer.[@bib163], [@bib164] SIN lentiviral vectors have been tested extensively in clinical trials. The data accumulated to date suggest that lentiviral vectors have an exceptional safety profile. No vector-associated severe adverse events were reported in any trial to date. In one patient, monoclonal expansion of a gene-modified cell was observed, but the expansion was transient and was not associated with any malignancy.[@bib165] In all other trials, polyclonal development of gene-modified HSPCs and their progeny was observed. Based on the safety and effectiveness of lentiviral vector-mediated expression of therapeutic genes, a gene therapy using autologous HSPCs has recently been approved for the treatment of adenosine deaminase (ADA)-SCID in Europe.[@bib166] Furthermore, lentiviral vector-mediated expression of anti-CD19 CARs in T cells has recently been approved for the treatment of B cell malignancies. To date, one trial using a combination lentiviral vector expressing three anti-HIV genes has been completed ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), and four trials based on the modification of HSPCs with lentiviral vectors are planned or ongoing ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

The sleeping beauty transposon system represents a non-viral method of integrating antiviral genes into the chromosomes of human cells. The antiviral gene flanked by terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) is introduced into cells as part of so-called DNA minicircle vectors. Co-transfer of mRNAs encoding the transposase enzyme results in the excision of the antiviral gene from the minicircles and random integration into the host chromosome. An advantage of the transposon system is the reduced production cost in comparison to viral delivery methods. In a proof-of-principle study, the sleeping beauty transposon system was used to deliver genes encoding small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) targeting CXCR4 or CCR5 into HIV-sensitive cell lines.[@bib167] However, further improvements may be necessary to increase the transduction efficacy of repopulating HSPCs.[@bib168] Ongoing clinical trials using the sleeping beauty transposon system are testing the sleeping beauty transposon system for CAR-T cell engineering to treat patients with B cell malignancies.

Site-specific integration is currently under extensive investigation to reduce the risk of insertional mutagenesis.[@bib169], [@bib170], [@bib171] For example, the CRISPR/Cas9 system was combined with AAV vectors to achieve site-specific integration of the donor DNA into the beta-globin (*HBB*) and *CCR5* gene.[@bib171] Ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs) containing single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) and Cas9 were electroporated into HSPCs directly, followed by the application of AAV vectors containing donor DNA with regions homologous to the respective gene.[@bib171] While site-specific integration was observed, the repopulation potential of HSPCs with integrated genes was very low, indicating that further optimization of the protocol is necessary.[@bib171] Furthermore, off-target editing effects are a general concern when genome-editing enzymes are used. For instance, substantial off-target activity was observed in a different study when unoptimized sgRNAs were used to target the *HBB* and *CCR5* genes.[@bib172] Interestingly, anti-CRISPR/Cas9 proteins isolated from bacteriophages have been shown to reduce off-target effects without significantly diminishing on-target activity.[@bib173] Inclusion of inducible suicide genes in the expression cassette represents an option to remove gene-modified hematopoietic cells in case of severe adverse effects caused by integrated vector DNA.[@bib174], [@bib175]

AAV vectors are generally non-integrating, although integration has been observed in some instances.[@bib176] In one study, the development of hepatic tumors was observed following AAV vector-mediated gene therapy in mice, and integrated AAV vector sequences were found in tumors.[@bib177] A major concern for using AAV vectors is immune responses against the viral capsid proteins. Multiple AAV serotypes have been discovered. Serotypes 1--9 are among the most commonly used ones. AAV serotypes 1, 4, and 7--9 were found in nonhuman primates, while AAV serotypes 2, 3, 5, and 6 were isolated from humans.[@bib178], [@bib179] In a clinical trial for the treatment of hemophilia B via liver-directed gene therapy, six patients were infused through the hepatic artery with AAV2 vectors that mediated liver-specific expression of human Factor IX (FIX).[@bib180] However, FIX expression was transient and the decline was accompanied by elevated liver transaminases, suggesting that gene-modified liver cells were destroyed. Follow-up experiments indicated that cellular immune responses against AAV2 capsid proteins caused the disappearance of gene-modified hepatocytes and elevated transaminase levels. Immune responses against capsid proteins also limited the effectiveness of a similar liver-directed gene therapy using AAV8 vectors for the expression of FIX, but a transient application of immunosuppressive drugs halted the destruction of gene-modified cells.[@bib181] A gene therapy based on the intramuscular injection of an AAV1 vector (Alipogene Tiparvovec) has recently been approved for the treatment of lipoprotein lipase deficiency in Europe.[@bib182], [@bib183] In a clinical study, the immune responses after Alipogene Tiparvovec administration were investigated.[@bib184] Five patients were maintained on immune suppressants from shortly before Alipogene Tiparvovec administration until 12 weeks after administration. Humoral and cellular immune responses against AAV1 capsid proteins were detected at various time points during and after immunosuppression. However, no major negative impact on clinical efficacy or safety was observed.[@bib184]

In the above-mentioned clinical studies, no immune responses to the transgene products were observed. Furthermore, the administration of recombinant protein-based HIV entry inhibitors or antibodies was well tolerated in clinical trials, and no immune responses that adversely affected the treatment were detected.[@bib4], [@bib90], [@bib92], [@bib93], [@bib97], [@bib117], [@bib185], [@bib186], [@bib187], [@bib188], [@bib189] However, immune responses to anti-HIV mAbs were often detected in pre-clinical macaque models, and they reduced the effectiveness of the approach as mentioned in the section above. Clinical trials in humans will shed more light on immune responses to AAV vector transgene products.

Transgenes expressed by hematopoietic cells also have the potential to elicit immune responses. While infusion of autologous gene-modified T cells expressing maC46 did not elicit a *de novo* immune response in a clinical trial,[@bib56] there are reports of humoral and cellular immune responses to transgenes expressed by autologous gene-modified hematopoietic cells when they were infused without MA conditioning.[@bib190], [@bib191], [@bib192] No immune responses to transgenes are usually observed when gene-modified hematopoietic cells are infused after MA conditioning, suggesting that a state of tolerance is induced.[@bib79], [@bib193], [@bib194], [@bib195], [@bib196], [@bib197], [@bib198]

The Cost of Genetic Strategies {#sec1.5}
------------------------------

According to an analysis from 2015, the estimated lifetime cost of drugs used for ART is ∼\$400,000.[@bib199] Combining the cost of ART with additional direct and indirect costs, such as doctors' visits and the impact on labor productivity, the cost per infected individual was estimated to be ∼\$1 million.[@bib199] PrEP was estimated to cost ∼\$450,000 per prevented infection, and it was found to be cost saving in comparison to ART.

A T cell-based therapy for the treatment of pediatric and young adult patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia is priced at \$475,000.[@bib200] The price for an approved HSPC-based gene therapy for the treatment of ADA-SCID is ∼\$660,000,[@bib201] while the cost of an AAV-based approach approved for the therapy of lipoprotein lipase deficiency is up to ∼\$1.2 million.[@bib183] The high cost of the AAV therapy is largely due to the need for ∼20 intramuscular injections of AAV administered in one procedure to reach therapeutic serum concentrations of lipoprotein lipase (∼60 ng/mL).[@bib183], [@bib202] It is clear that the price of genetic approaches needs to be reduced in order to become an option for a larger population. However, a genetic therapy would only be needed once in an optimal scenario. While the initial cost of such a therapy is high, it has the potential to be cost saving in comparison to lifelong ART.

Conclusions {#sec1.6}
-----------

Pre-clinical studies have demonstrated that multiple genetic approaches can be used to control viremia in the absence of ART. To translate these results into the clinic, it will be important for all approaches to develop protocols that achieve consistently high levels of gene modification in patients. However, a combination of the different approaches, e.g., rendering HIV target cells resistant and enabling them to secrete AVPs, might be necessary in order to achieve full suppression of viremia.

Utilizing a genetic strategy based on secreted AVPs for HIV prophylaxis is an intriguing concept. Pre-clinical studies have shown the feasibility of this approach. However, whether AVPs can accumulate in high enough concentrations in humans remains to be answered. Local expression of secreted AVPs may be a possibility to increase AVP concentrations at the site of action. Additionally, the optimization of AAV vectors is required to increase the efficacy and significantly lower the cost of strategies utilizing AAV vectors. Due to the recent successes of gene therapy, it is foreseeable that technical and financial barriers will be further reduced, and genetic approaches for HIV therapy and prophylaxis could become an option for a larger population.
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[^1]: GV, gammaretroviral vector; LV, lentiviral vector; Ad, adenoviral vector; GP, gold particles; CD4, CD4^+^ T cells; CD34, CD34^+^ HSPCs.

[^2]: T cell dose escalation, patients with ART failure, and patients with heterozygote *CCR5* delta-32 mutation.

[^3]: Patients with ART failure.

[^4]: Cyclosphosphamide dose escalation.

[^5]: GV, gammaretroviral vector; LV, lentiviral vector; ART, antiretroviral therapy; GF, growth factors; E, *ex vivo* culture period in days; E-GM, *ex vivo* level of gene modification; C, conditioning regimen; MA, myeloablative; NMA, non-myeloablative; RI, reduced intensity; I-GM, *in vivo* level of gene modification.

[^6]: ART, antiretroviral therapy; HSPCT, HSPC transplant; RNP, ribonucleoprotein; NA, not available; gc, HIV RNA genome copies.

[^7]: hu-mice, humanized mice.

[^8]: B cell-specific promoter containing Eμ enhancer and MAR upstream of human μ heavy-chain promoter.

[^9]: A combination of the CMV enhancer, the chicken β-actin promoter, and the ubiquitin enhancer region flanked by a splice donor and splice acceptor.

[^10]: Serotype not specified.
